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'Raga is the soul of Indian Music'. The one 
word which expresses all that is worth knowing 
about our music is the word 'Raga'.

A Raag is a sanskrit word, literally means 
'colour hue' but also 'beauty, melody'.  It is also 
spelled raga, raag rag, ragam, is one of the 
melodious used in Indian classical Music.
According to Joep Bor,

"Tonal frame work for composition and 
improvisation".
According to Nazir Jairazbhoy,

"Ragas as separated by scale line of ascent 
and descent, transilience, emphasized notes and 
register, and intonation and  ornaments.

Raga is defined as, 'the act of coloring or 
dyeing -the mind in this context) and 'any feeling 
or passion especially love, affection, sympathy, 
vehement desire, interest joy, or delight.”

According to Bharat Kosh -

""VÌ h[aÐmamJ§, amoMZm amJ§, H$mpånë` amJ§,
ar{V amJ§ B{V gmpËdH$ñ` Hw$gwå^ amJ§, cmjm amJ§,
Ajr~ amJ§ _§{Oð>mamJ§ B{V amOgñ`, H$X©_ amJ§,

H$fm` amJ§, gH$c amJ§, _rcramJ{_{V Vm_gñ`''Ÿ&

      (Ramkrishna Kavi, Bharat Kosh, Pg. 543)

Definition of Rag by Ancient Scholars :
This term first occurs in a technical context 

in the Brihaddeshi -

`mo @ gm¡ Üd{Z {deofñVw ñdadU©{d^y{fV:
a§OH$mo OZ{MÎmmZm§ g M amJ CXmöV:Ÿ&&

          (Matang - Briddeshi, Shlok No. 264)
'A combination of tones which, with beautiful 
illuminating graces, pleases the people in general 
In detail -

"That which is a special dhwani (tune), is 
bedecked with swara (notes) and Varna and is 
colorful or delightful to the minds of the people, 
is said to be raga"
- Said Matanga in Brihaddeshi.
The Definition by 'Kumbh’

"{d{MÌ dUm©c§H$mamo {deofmo `mo ÜdZoa{h
J«hm{Xñdag§X^m}a§OH$mo amJ CÀ`VoŸ& (33)

                     ('Sangitraj', Padollas 2, Pg. 24)
'Kumbha' defined in his 'Sangitraj’
 He quoted that 'Varna',  'Alankar', 'Graha', 
'Swar' etc. to defight the minds of the people, is 
said to be 'raga'.

After this Somnath, Ahobal, Shrikanth 
and Pt. Vyankatmukhi expressed their opinions 
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but the common thing is, 'to delight' minds of the 
people.
'Ranjakatva', this characteristic makes raga 
respectable.

Comparative study of the quotations of 
Ancient Scholars.

1.ñdadU©{d^y{fVmo `mo Üd{Z ^oXmo a§OH$: g amJ BhŸ& 
-gmo_ZmW, amJ {d~moY, MVwW© {ddoH$, n¥. 101
2."a§OH$: ñdag§X^m}amJBË`m{^Yr`VoŸ&' 
n. Ahmo~c, g§JrV nm[aOmV, n¥. 97
3.gwamgwamUm§ Za{H$ÞamUm§ _mZga§OZoZŸ&
amJmo^doV² n§H$OH$UeãXVwë`mo ì`wËn{Îm_mXm` M `moJéT>:Ÿ&Ÿ&
aå`Üd{Z {deofñVw gd©dU©{da{OV:Ÿ&&
g amJmo Jr`Vo VÁP¡O©J_mZg a§OH$:Ÿ&& 
lrH§$R>, ag H$m¡_wXr am.A., n¥. 13
4.a§O`{V _Zm§gr{V amJm:Ÿ& 
d|H$Q>_wIr, MVwX©{S>àH$m{eH$m, amJ àH$aU, n¥. 56
5.dU©MVwîHo$ @ ß`{Ve`oZ a§OH$ËdmÐmJm BË`wÀ`ÝVo 
amJ eãX àd¥pËV{Z{_Îm_wº§$ H$mí`noZ - 
MVwUm©_{n dUm©Zm§ `mo amJ: emo^Zmo ^doV² 
g gdm}Ñí`Vo `ofw VoZ amJm B{V ñ_¥V:Ÿ& 
(qgh^ynmc, g§JrV aËZmH$a - ^mJ 2/7 )
6.`¡ñVw MoVm§{g a§Á`ÝVo OJpËlV`d{V©Zm_² 
Vo amJm B{V H$í`ÝVo _w{Z^©aVm{X{^: 
(Pt. Lochan, Raga Tarangini, Pg. 71)
7.`mo @`§ Üd{Z{deofñVw ñda dU© {d^y{fV:Ÿ& 
a§OH$mo OZ{MÎmm§Zm g: amJ: H${WVmo ~wY¡:Ÿ&& 

(Abhinav Rag Manjiri, Pt. V.N. Bhatkhande) 
Compostion of sound, included swara, 

varna, creates aesthetics, and amuses human 
being is called Raag.

History of Raag : 
The question arises that when was the 

raga evolved. There is a crises in scholars 
opinion. some are agree with Matang's period1 
and some are agree with Matang's  yastik. It is 
very difficult to tell firm the time of origin of 
raga.

But in the dictionary of south Indian 
Music, 'Raga' word relate to Kalidas' period.2

The Pandits discussed 'Kashyap's Raag', 
indetailed it proves that there should be book of 
Kashyap in on 'Rag'. These scholars were in the 
discussion3 Matang, Nyanya Dev, Abhinav, 
Sharangdev, Kallinath, Sinhabhupal, Kumbha 
etc. Everbody referred kashyap in his book.
'Kashyap' describes Raga -

MVwUm©_{n dUm©Zm§ `moJm amJ: +emo^Zm
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g gdm}Ñî`Vo `oZ VoZ amJm B{V ñ_¥V:Ÿ&4

This definition of Kashyap proves that 
'Raga' definition evolves in 4th/ 5th century.

There is another book which discusses 
Raga and it is 'Sangit-Ratnavali', by somraj, it was 
wrote in 1180. There are nine Adhyay. In the first 
Adhyay, there is general discussion, in the second, 
swara, gram, in the third adhyay, prabandha 
Varnan, in fourth, 42 rag described, in the fifth 
Adhyay (chapter) description of Deshi rag.5
Example of Somraj's rag -

dg§Vmo JwO©ar M¡d XodemIm M Vmo{S>H$m, n§M_íM YZmgr M amJmo Jm¡S>íM 
gá_:

fS²>Om{X ñda`moJ: ñ`mËnXmXm¡ M ñdamja_²Ÿ& `Ì lr gmo_amOoZ gmo_ 
H$s{V©agH$s{VV:

AÌ M§MËnwQ>ñVmcmo ZmÝXrZm_ VWmna:Ÿ& qghZÝXZ g§kñVw àmoº$: 
àVmneoIa:

OJ_§Jc BË`Z: gmo_ d„^ Ed MŸ& gmo_ H$s{V©: H«$_U¡Zo dgÝVm {Xfw 
gágw

gmo_H$s{V© à~ÝYmo@`§ Jr`_mZmo `Wm{d{YZoVw: lmoVwíM JmVwíM
Om`ÝVo gd©gånX:Ÿ&'’

Raga and present thinkers :
Present period is developed period of 

Raga. Near about all thinkers agreewith this, Rasa 
and Bhav is Soul of Raga, and other characteristics 
are body part of 'Raga-Purush'6

Dr. Premlata sharma said - "There are two 
parts of Raga, first is Swaradeha and other is Bhav 
deha."7

The concept of Raga is, therefore, a 
product of thought or idea of settings of abstract 
ideal of tones, transferred in concrete form". 8

A Raga is a psycho-material object, 
because it originates first in the form of impessions 
(Samskaras) in the depth of the mind, and then 
rises above the plane of the subconscious or 
unconscious mind and menifesto itself in the 
outside world in the materialised form and is 
perceived by the senses".9 

For Strangways said, 'Raga, an arbitrary 
series of notes characterized, as far as possible as 
individuals, by proximity to or remoteness from 
the note which marks the tessitura (general level of 
the melody) by a special order in which they are 
usually taken, by the frequency or the reverse with 
which they occur, by grace or the absence of it and 
by relation to a tonic usually reinforced by a 
drone."10

"Raga are different series of notes within 
the octave, which form the basis of all India 
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melodies and are differentiated from each other by 
the prominence of certain fixed notes and by the 
sequences of particular notes."11

"A Raga is a melodious combination of 
musical notes which succeed one another. Its effect 
depends upon the nature of the notes combined. It 
is like a mixture, the quality of which depends 
upon nature of its ingredients."12

"A Raga appears not a mere grouping of 
swaras of some  selected swaras, but an intimate 
unity of accents that make for musical experience, 
and it would not be improper if we speak of it as a 
kind of euphorganism. The best Hindustani 
Musicians incline to the view that a raga is like a 
living entity and that it is therefore to be handled 
with the care and love which a live organism 
demands."13

Raga is the soul of Indian Music, The one 
word which expresses all that is worth knowing 
about our music is the word Raga."14

Technically, then Raga means a sweet 
combination of musical tones coming one after 
another in succession. 15

Music is a performing art.As it is 
performing art, change is the most important, as Pt. 
Sharang Dev said - 

"`Ûm cú` àYmZm{Z emómÊ`oVm{Z _ÝdVoŸ&
Vñ_m„ú` {déÜX§ `ÎmÀN>mó§ Zo`_Ý`WmŸ&&'’

In this way our musicologist told us to be 
alert and be with the time. 

Characteristics of Raga (Rag Lakshan)
J«hm§emo Vma_ÝÐm¡M Ý`mgmonÝ`mg Ed M
AënËd§ M ~hþËd§M fmS>dm¡S>{dVo VWmŸ&

(ZmQ>ç emó 28,70)

According to Natyashastra there are ten 
Rag/Jati Lakshans. i.e. Graha, Ansh, Nyas, 
Apanyasa, Tar, Mandra, Alpatva, Bahutva, 
Audavatva, Shadavatva.

Raagini - 'Ragini' is a term for the 
'feminine' counterpart or 'wife' to a raga. The raga-
ragini scheme from about the 14th century aligned 
'6 male' ragas with '6' wives. 
Ragas and their seasons :

Many Hindusthani (North Indian) ragas 
are prescribed for the particular time of a day or a 
season. When performed at the suggested time, the 
raga has its maximum effect. For example, many 
of the malhar group of ragas, which are ascribed 
the magical power to bring rain, are formed during 
the monsoon. 

However, these prescriptions are not 
strictly followed, especially since modern 

concepts are generally held in the evening. There 
has also been a growing tendency over the last 
century for North Indian musicians to adopt south 
Indian ragas, which do not come with any 
particular time associated with them. The result of 
these various influences is that there is increasing 
flexibility as to when ragas may be performed.

Since ancient times there is a tradition to 
sing raga according to season. Here is Pt. 
Shrangdeo in Sangitratnakar in chapter II.

CX²^yV: H¡${eH$s IS²>O _Ü`_mä`m§ J«hme§g: Ÿ&&45Ÿ&
drao am¡Ð@X²^wVo Jo`: {e{eao e§H$a {à`:Ÿ&
{XZñ` _Ü`_o ̀ m_o {ÛVr`o Jm¡ H¡${eH$:Ÿ&&47Ÿ&&
And
YJ«hmo Y¡dVrIS²>O _Ü`_m Om{V g§^d Ÿ&&42Ÿ&&
Ym§emo _mÝVñVWm Jm¡S> n§M_: n§M_mo{ÄkV:
^`mZHo$ M dr^Ëgo {dàcå^o ago ̂ doV² Ÿ&&44Ÿ&&
CX²^Q>o ZQ>Zo Jo`mo J«rî_S²>hZr _Ü`_m``mo:Ÿ&

After that Pt. Damodar stated the relation 
between the original six ragas and their raginis 
with six seasons in Sangit Darpan, line 27, Pg. 77

lr amJmo am{JUr `wº$: {e{eao Jr`Vo ~wY¡:Ÿ&&
dg§V: gghm`ñVw dgÝVVom àJr`VoŸ&&27Ÿ&&

^¡ad: gghm`ñVw F$V¡: J«rî_o àJr`VoŸ&
n§M_ñVw VWm Jo`mo am{JÊ`m gh emaXoŸ&&28Ÿ&&

_oK amJmo am{JUr {^`w©º$mo dfm©gw Jr`VoŸ&
Zh Zmam`Umo namJ: am{JÊ`m gh ho_Ho$ Ÿ&&29Ÿ&&

There are differences in opinion but there 
is a tradition of raga and season.

Ragas are perfectly scientific, Systematic 
but when we associate these ragas with the hours 
of day and night or with the seasons of the year, 
this aspect of our music has, unfortunately, no 
scientific basis. It is not for the ragas to produce 
the effect of sunrise, noon, sunset or mid night, 
just as it is not their function to raise wind, bring 
clouds and rain, light lamps or Bhairav gives us 
the idea of morning or Yaman of evening, it is by 
virtue of association of ideas, of deep rooted 
habits which have become second nature with us. 

CONCLUSION :
1)It is very difficult to state firmly the time of 
origin of raga.
2)Ragas are different series of notes within the 
octave.
3)I am on this conclusion that the association of 
a particular Raga with a particular time or season 
is purely a matter of 'samskar', deep rooted habit, 
custom or tradition.
4)’Raga', is the word, which found firstly in 
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Matang's Brihaddeshi.
5)Raga means a basic melodic and grammatical 
construct born out of the entire gamut of musical 
notes subjected to a process of  intentional 
selection and further exploited with a view to 
enable the artist to produce melodic patterns of 
infinite variety.
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